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MEMBERS’ CARS
David & Shona Stevens rather smart MGF

INTERESTING CAR

INTERESTING CAR

Mrs Grumpy’s
Grumble
Why is modern life so difficult? My landline and broadband
stopped working - I didn’t notice as I have a hybrid system
so I still had wi-fi and didn’t realise anything was wrong
until Tony phoned my mobile to ask why I wasn’t
answering my landline!
Anyway it all went well to begin with - text to a number
so BT can track your fault - it was an external one and
could be fixed without access to the house. Then I get
another text saying my mobile wasn’t on a BT account and
an agent would phone. He did, repeated that the fault
was external and that he’d get my phone number
updated. I don’t where that mobile number came from - it
wasn’t even my old mobile number, nor Brian’s!

1968 Iso Grifo 7 litre coupe

MEMBERSHIP SUBS
ARE DUE - PLEASE
CONTACT TONY or ALLAN
TO PAY YOUR £15
INTERESTING SNIPPET
When you get tired of hanging
dog poo bags on tree branches.

Then an engineer fetches up, says the fault is external but
he needs to put a marker on my line so he can work out
which one it is. He then said my line has been
disconnected as someone has appropriated it. Really? How
can a nefarious type get into the box in the street or up a
pole in a neighbour’s garden? He said he would find out
the number of whoever is using my line - really??
I then got an email saying they had activated broadband
back up for me - but I’ve the hybrid system and had wi-fi
working fine even before I reported the fault!! Right hand
and left hand? I get another email saying the fault would
be fixed by December 1st.
Come December 1st, my landline rings and broadband
thingy is a nice healthy blue - yee hah!! However, the
engineer had left a note saying that the fault was in the
house (really???} and they’d need access but that the
landline was working. So, why do I need an engineer?
Anyway, I click on the “book appointment” link, get sent
to ‘track your fault”, click on that to be told my fault is
open and book an appointment. Click on the link and get
to track your fault again. Phone - “lines busy, hang up”
Text BT’s number to ask if I can book an appointment and
(are you ahead of me?) to get told that my mobile isn’t a
BT number!!! And this was after I’d changed the number
on my account to the correct one as the first agent hadn’t
updated it. Getting slightly stroppy by this time, I get told
an agent will phone - she did and was charming and
helpful and had the right mobile number said I didn’t
need an engineer as the fault was repaired - then why the
engineers note?

FOR SALE
1973 MGB GT: sound but needs a
doorskin and possibly a respray as
paint faded. Rebuilt with sills, front &
rear wings, floor pans about 20 years
ago - photos of this resto available.
Hardly any use since. £2500 ono.
Contact Campbell Chalmers at 07515
029742

AGM REPORT
After having to cancel January's activities it was great to great back together as a group for our
regular meeting in February. As well as having the quiz (delayed from January) we had the AGM
which always is the feature event of our February meeting (ED: Aye right!).
There was a good turnout and a pleasure to see weel kent faces in person instead of on a Zoom call
As we had for last year's AGM. As the quiz was the real main event, I tried to keep the AGM as short
as possible and with such an up and down year that we had in 2021, that was not difficult. We
managed some face to face meetings including our first alfresco meeting in a car park. We did some
runs and a big thank you to those members who helped out during the year. We talked about what
we were going to do as part of our birthday year in particular that we wanted to get 40 cars at
Thirlestane to celebrate our 40 years. So get your pride and joys fettled for June.
My main topic however, was the need for more members to join the committee. We have asked in
the past but the response has been a resounding silence. With Bill Niven's resignation our number is
down to five and that is not enough to allow us to sustain the number and variety of events we
outlined at the beginning of the year. For example Helen's name is down for SIX events and that,
along with her newsletter editorship, is too much of a demand to make. We could cut the
programme but that I fear is the start of the slippery slope to extinction. Far better to get new
blood onto the committee to allow us to maintain a vibrant club. So I ask again via this article for
members to step up to the plate and volunteer. Your committee needs YOU!. Allan Digance
PS Many thanks to Steve Hastwell for stepping up to the plate.

MANY MOONS AGO
And a final one from Mike & Fiona’s 2002 calender
- I think Bill’s still dreaming!

ANNUAL QUIZ
It was good to have a normal meeting after January’s events were cancelled. We managed three
teams - which was a decent turnout as there are still some people being cautious due to Covid. After
Allan chaired a quick AGM we moved onto the challenging quiz. First off was Tony’s general
knowledge, followed by Craig’s 12 days of Christmas or Valentine’s Day massacre - both kept people
on their toes! Martin’s feely bag did the rounds while people were tackling Allan’s car quiz and my
Dead Famous. Allan’s and Craig’s rounds are printed for your delectation!

The winning Team 2

Allan kept a running tally, while letting contestants know the answers after he had marked the
various rounds. The marks were very close before the last round!

The final scores were Team 2 with 88, Team 3 with 84 and Team 1 with 81 - in their defence, they
only had three members. A good evening and thanks go to the question setters and to those who
turned out on an absolutely Baltic night. Mrs Grumpy

Team 3

Team 1

Edinburgh, Lothians and Borders MG Club Quiz: Car Model Names (Allan’s round)
1. Ms Ball?
2. Character in Disney’s Jungle Book voiced by Sebastian Cabot
3. The animal in the question above but in Italian
4. Sounds like a member of the aristocracy
5. The sweet with the less fattening centre but not the chocolate one
6. Music played by Armstrong, Petersen and Coltrane
7. A party in Spain
8. Sounds like Scots cattle with money
9. Music term meaning a brisk lively tempo
10. This word can go in front of University, bags and United FC
11. At the front of the army
12. Can be red, white or blue on a ship
13. Per Ardua ad………
14. One of Odin’s twelve handmaidens
15. Shares its name with a beer and an aeroplane
16. Don’t get it wet and definitely don’t feed it after midnight
17. Pot + father
18. One of Santa’s little helpers?
19. A brown bird or to take verbal potshots
20. Named after a 70’s coffee maker ?
21. What you get left in a will
22. A soft gentle breeze
23. An authentic taste of the Caribbean made by the makers of Irn Bru
24. An astrologer’s car?
25. The man who provides the Ferrero Rocher in the advert

Answers:
1. Zoe
2. Bagheera
3. Pantera
4. Juke
5. Polo
6. Jazz
7. Fiesta
8. Qashqai

9. Allegro
10. Oxford
11. Vanguard
12. Ensign
13. Astra
14. Valkyrie
15. Spitfire
16. Gremlin
17. Panda

18. Elf
19. Snipe
20. Kona
21. Legacy
22. Zephyr
23. Ka
24. Zodiac
25. Ambassador

ANSWERS
1. 0106
2. FRANCIE AND JOSIE
3. JOSEPH CYRIL BAMFORD
4. GEORGE WASHINGTON, THOMAS JEFFERSON, ABRAHAM LINCOLN, THEODORE ROOSEVELT
5. DIE HARD, DIE HARD 2, DIE HARD WITH A VENGEANCE, LIVE FREE OR DIE HARD, A GOOD DAY
TO DIE HARD.
6. CATHERINE OF ARAGON, ANNE BOLEYN, JANE SEYMOUR, ANNE OF CLEVES, KATHERINE
HOWARD, KATHERINE PARR
7. GLASGOW, HIGHLAND, STIRLING, ABERDEEN, EDINBURGH (LOTHIAN AND BORDERS), KINGDOM,
TAYSIDE
8. SUE PERKINS, MEL GIEDROYC, MARY BERRY, PAUL HOLLYWOOD, NOEL FIELDING, SANDI
TOKSVIG, MATT LUCAS, PRUE LEITH.
9. DONNER, BLITZEN, COMET, VIXEN, RUDOLPH, DASHER, PRANCER, CUPID, DANCER
10.MAINWARING, WILSON, JONES, GODFREY, WALKER, FRASER, PIKE, HODGES, VICAR (TIMOTHY
FARTHING), VERGER (MAURICE YEATMAN)
11.SPAIN, BAHRAIN, SAUDI ARABIA, AUSTRALIA, ITALY, UNITED STATES, MONACO, AZERBAIJAN,
CANADA, GREAT BRITAIN, AUSTRIA, NETHERLANDS, RUSSIA, SINGAPORE, JAPAN, MEXICO,
BRAZIL, ABU DHABI, FRANCE HUNGARY, BELGUIM.
12.WILLIAM HARTNELL, PATRICK TROUGHTON, JON PERTWEE, TOM BAKER, COLIN BAKER, PETER
DAVIDSON, SYLVSTER MCCCOY, CHRISTOPHER ECCLESTON, PETER CAPALDI, DAVID TENNANT,
PAUL McGANN, MATT SMITH.

12. EXCLUDING JODIE WHITTAKER ,NAME ALL THE ACTORS WHO HAVE PLAYED DR WHO.
11. NAME 11 OF THE COUNTRIES WHO FEATURE IN THE F1 2022 CALENDER.
10.NAME THE PRINCIPAL MALE CHARACTERS IN DAD’S ARMY.
9. NAME ALL OF SANTAS REINDEER.
8. WHO ARE ALL THE PRESENTERS OF THE GREAT BRITISH BAKE OFF.
7. NAME ALL THE SCOTTISH AREAS IN ENJOYING MG.
6. NAME HENRY VIII SIX WIVES.
5. NAME THE 5 DIE HARD MOVIES.
4. NAME THE FOUR PRESIDENTS ON MOUNT RUSHMORE.
3. WHAT DO THE INITIALS J.C.B. STAND FOR.
2. WHO WERE RIKKI FULTON AND JACK MILROY BETTER KNOWN AS.
1. IN ENJOYING MG WHAT IS THE AREA NUMBER OF EDINBURGH (LOTHIAN AND BORDERS) MG.
12 DAYS OF CHRISTMAS OR THE VALENTINE’S DAY MASSACRE QUESTIONS - set by Craig.

MGB vs MGC: A COMPARISON
As I recently switched from being a member of the MGB fraternity to the somewhat less populated
environment of being an MGC owner, perhaps readers would be interested to know something of
the differences in driving the two cars.
As most will know, the MGC was the company’s first attempt at a ‘go-faster’ version of the ‘B. It
was also BMC’s attempt to replace the Austin Healey 3000, a model which shared the basic C series
engine but which was by 1967 a somewhat ageing design. Much has been written about the
contemporary poor reception of the MGC, when it gained a reputation from which it took years to
recover. Some of the criticisms may have been justified, but many of these have been overcome by
a few modest modifications over the years, such as to the dampers and anti-roll bar: fortunately,
these have all been done to my particular example.
It's certainly quite a different experience from the MGB to drive. Whilst all the online video
attempts I’ve seen/heard trying to represent what the car sounds like seem to my ear to fail
completely (it tends to sound exactly the same as a ‘B in most recordings), the reality is that it is a
much more sophisticated beast. The extra 2 cylinders make for a very smooth feel and deep sound,
which is the first thing you notice when starting up. Pulling away, you very quickly appreciate that
driving it generally is a much more ‘effortless’ experience than a ‘B; whilst still not a fast car by
today’s standards, it feels much more relaxed than its 4-cylinder sibling, and it does feel like quite
a quick car. Of course, the ‘B is quite capable of going up hills, but these are dismissed with much
greater disdain by the ‘C (with the consequence of rather more fuel consumption, it must be said)!
The two cars differ in many respects under the skin, one of which is that the ‘B’s Lockheed brake
setup is replaced by a Girling system in the ‘C, with slightly bigger discs and drums to go with the
bigger (15”) wheels. I don’t know whether it’s just my car, or a result of this change, but I find the
brakes I now have are much more like a modern car than those of either of my ‘Bs ever were.
I’m lucky in that my car has also been fitted with an (electric) power steering system, one of the
improvements which address original (and doubtless justified) criticisms of the car over its
steering. Whilst I like the look of the original and huge steering wheel, being able to have a smaller
replacement does mean I fit rather better in the car than might otherwise be the case, and of
course the steering effort is vastly reduced. My ‘C also rides rather better than the ‘Bs did; again
possibly partly the result of upgrades rather than the original specification.
Since the MGB and MGC look almost identical, you’d expect them to feel the same, and in most
respects other than those outlined above, of course they do.
Routine maintenance
Much of this is similar to a ‘B, differing only in detail. However, I thought that air filter removal
was going to be easier – those who have worked on the original Cooper filter boxes in the ‘B know
what a complete pain they are, particularly to reinstall. The original air box on the ‘C is easier to
remove (except that it helps to take off the fuel hose to the carbs first) but then you can’t balance
the carburettors without removing the inner discs which hold the air box in place on the carbs – so
the job ends up being just as tedious as on a ‘B but for different reasons! My box also refused to
bolt back on; after spending ages trying different angles etc., I worked out that one of the bolts
had in fact lost its thread somehow; a replacement (probably the last one in the country) solved
that problem, but highlighted the fact that some parts for the ‘C are not as easily obtainable as
those for a ‘B usually are; fortunately, there are relatively few parts that don’t seem to exist at
all. This was, incidentally, one of the things which had swayed my decision to buy a ‘C rather than
an RV8, a model that I had also seriously considered for a long time.
In summary, I’d say I find the MGC like a very civilised, and more exciting and interesting version of
the MGB. David Turner

JOHN LAWSON’S ENGINE UPGRADE
John has ordered a go-faster engine from Peter
Burgess and is sending the “Bag of Nails” engine as
an exchange as he wants to keep his Roadster’s
original engine. He has also taken the noisy
exchange back axle off Boris the black ‘B and will
have one of the two MGB propshafts. I want one of
the for Boris but since there was an inch difference
in them, we’ll have to work out which will fit. John
has also borrowed the engine hoist and tilty thing
and seems to be making good progress - the first
pics show his old engine coming out.

Next, John has removed the crossmember as
he intends to get it blasted and powder
coated while he tarts up the engine bay to
clean and usable rather than concours.
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Monthly meetings have resumed at the
rugby cub, second Thursday 7.30 for 8pm
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David Turner
0131 441 1468
dm.turner270@gmail.com

FORTHCOMING EVENTS
All provisional

March 10

Meeting/Raffle

March 19

Tech Day - visit to Bill
Dalgetty Vintage & Classics
and Chris Colgan’s CBC
Bodyshop at Knowes farm meet there at 10.30am.
Snack lunch after at
Whitekirk Hill - about 5
minutes from Bill Dalgetty’s.
Contact Helen.

June 19

Thirlestane Castle - entries
to be in by May 1st and we’d
like to have 40 MGs for our
40th. Contact Helen

June tba

Run & picnic to Model
Railway Society, Almondell

July 10

Glamis Castle show - contact
Kay Dennis at
ekdennis@btinternet.com
Meeting, Raffle & BBQ

April 14

Meeting/Spares Day

July 14

April 24

Drive It Day Run

August 11

Meeting/Pub Run

May 12

Open Meeting/Raffle

August 20/21

May 15

Stirling Show, contact Jim

Weekend away to
Cumbria Classic at
Dalemain House

May 22

Scenic Run

August 28

Carhailes at Newhailes

June 9

Meeting/Pub Run.

Events that may be of interest
August 7th
Aberdeen show

